Gender is the undoing of Marriage
Of all institutions, marriage has to be the most frequently tried that still consistently fails. The statistic has
become so well-known that it’s a wonder people are even trying these days!
We can blame divorce on our fragile humanity, the demands of modern family life, or women’s liberation, but
I have another explanation: I believe gender itself is the undoing of marriage.
Your preparation for marriage really began the day you were born. It was your “maleness” or “femaleness”
that determined what everyone thought of you. They “used your sex” to determine who you would come to
be. They even color-coded you. You were either BLUE or PINK before you were born. Your name was chosen
and your accomplishments predicted. So much was known about you, and yet no one knew you at all! So,
begins the story of gender.
Because of our “separate” sex, men and women are expected to be “separate and very different” people. The
training provided by parents and demanded by culture constantly surrounds us. Our separate worlds are presumed to be NORMAL.Is it any wonder that by the time of marriage we can’t figure each other out? Gender
creates a huge divide between men and women, NOT because they are genetically different, but because
our differences became ideals to live by long ago. This background of “differences created by gender” makes
it difficult for men and women to tolerate marriage.
Are the difference between men and women biological or cultural?
Keep in mind that what we know from research have resulted from studies on individuals whose brain and
identity are already “gendered”.
From these studies we know, with inconclusive certainty, that: men and women have a different chromosomal
make-up, different amounts of the same hormones that fluctuate later in life, and, of course, a different anatomy.
We know that men’s brains are larger than women’s brains, but we also know that brain size is not a predictor
of intelligence since both sexes perform similarly on intelligence tests.
The brain size of girls peak at eleven and a half and peaks three years later for boys. We know that same
areas of the brain mature faster in boys and some mature faster in girls, but as they age, their capabilities
even out.
We do not know whether the brain is hardwired for gender differences or whether gender socialization makes
us become biologically who we are expected to become personally.
Biology has not answered, with certainty, the source of our difference, but we know the pattern of difference
between women and men can make them “intimate strangers” (AML).
Let me describe the polarizing psychological styles men and women are expected to internalize.
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which ARE an essential part of human intelligence.
The reincorporation of their emotional intelligence
is threatening to most men, and that is one reason they may shun therapy or any self-help programs that encourage personal integration. Gender makes it so.

MARRAGE REDOS:
(1) Understand how gender has affected both of you. This is not a “quick-fix” — this will be an “awakening”.
(2) Don’t be SHOCKED to realize that you need to do marital therapy work. Be sure to select a therapist who
understands how gender is undermining your marriage.
(3) Be patient with yourselves. The internalization of gender cannot be overcome quickly but it must be done
to preserve your marriage.
(4) Husbands understand the socialization of WOMEN. This understanding of one another will build compassion between you.
(5) Wives understand the socialization of MEN.
(6) If a gender support group for couples is available, join one.
(7) Discuss how you both feel about INFIDELITY. Define infidelity. Could it be interpersonal dating, internet
sex, internet flirting etc.? Don’t think that love eradicates temptation and bad habits which were in place before you knew one another.
(8) WOMEN have had more preparation for marriage than men. Those who expect partners to BE-LIKETHEM will be setting themselves up for huge conflict. WOMEN will be stressed to take leadership positions
in their marriage. Ask for what YOU want. Be willing to struggle about it if necessary.
(9) MEN are more sexually liberated than women simply because they are NOT shamed about being pure
sexually. Make sure HE feels comfortable knowing that YOU are NOT a virgin. Immature men expect their
wives to be PURE for HIM. Talk about what you need sexually from one another. WOMEN, don’t assume that
HE knows what feels good to you.
(10) Discuss the SHARING of household responsibilities and child care. MEN usually feel that they should be
exempt from such mundane tasks, but it is the sharing of those tasks that make you both partners-in-life. Men
need to dig-in to marital life because it is part of their emotional investment and personal growth.
(11) Men and women have different feelings about conflict. HE wants to win his way. SHE wants to win HER
way or SHE wants to avoid conflict all together no matter how important it is. HE must understand that conflict
takes time. SHE must understand that conflict takes courage. WINNING is not having your way, its having
OUR way.
The undoing of gender is a monumental task — but exciting, because it enables you to embrace a partnership the way it was supposed to be experienced.

